Non-invasive Registration Strategies for Submillimeter Navigation Accuracy in the Lateral Skull Base
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→ Development of non-invasive registration strategies
Innovation Study

- 14 novel registration strategies
- 36 registration attempts per strategy in temporal bones
- Target registration errors measured at 10 anatomical targets
Non-invasive Registration Strategies

- Paired-point matching
- Surface matching
- Suitable anatomy
- Tracking technology
TRE Paired-point Matching
TRE Surface Matching

Max = 2.3

TRE (mm)

SM50(MAS)  SM50(EAC)  SM50(ME)  SM100(MAS,EAC)  SM100(MAS,ME)  SM100(EAC,ME)  SM150(MAS,EAC,ME)

96.9%  81.4%  95%  98.9%  100%  99.7%  100%
Accuracy Considerations

- Number of points acquired
- Distance to target
Conclusions

• Highly accurate non-invasive registration methods
• Applicable
• Advantaging
  – Increase efficiency (no screws, use diagnostic CT scan)
  – Reduce invasiveness
  – Improve patient safety

→ Extension of applicability
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